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About the Mommy Wrap®
•

Invented by a Mom of 3 colic babies

•

Patent-Pending

Invented to help carry baby with a
sweater Mom is already wearing

•

Keeps baby up-right with ease
(Acid Reflux or GERD)

•

Adds convenient connectors for
pacifier clips and teethers

•

Includes practical pockets front and
back for Mom’s and baby’s things

•

Multitude of uses:
•
•
•
•
•
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Can wear with or without baby
Skin to skin
Hides postpartum belly
Nursing cover
Great addition to nursing tank
tops & other baby carriers
• And more!

About the Speaker
Dr. Sharon Somekh is a pediatrician, loving wife, and mom
of 4 amazing daughters ages 3-12. Originally from
Queens, NY she attended college and Medical school in
upstate NY, where she met her husband. She received her
pediatric training in Syracuse, NY and during that time she
and her husband also started their family. Having her first
two children away from family while working the crazy
schedule of a pediatric resident, gave Sharon the
opportunity to rely on others and appreciate the moments
she was able to share with her kids.

During her decade of practicing pediatrics, she found she really
enjoyed the interactions with parents: Answering their questions,
calming their fears and supporting them through some tougher
moments. Sharon has recently taken all of that experience, the years
of questions and conversations and re-oriented her career to work
directly with parents. She's focusing on teaching parents to be less
fearful and more engaged and empowering them to raise
independent and resilient children in a society that seems to have
somehow gotten away from that in its parenting.
In sharing her philosophy, her goal is to help parents enjoy parenting
more, while simultaneously preparing their children for the future
with a focus on helping them develop into the adults they would like
to one day see in front of them.

Tips to Traveling with children
1.

Have realistic Expectations

2.

Prepare yourself for the travel

3.

Familiarize yourself with the resources available (both en route and when you arrive)

4.

Mentally prepare for a tough trip and be okay with it
•

If it ends up being easy it will be great, but babies and toddlers are unpredictable

•

Expect the worst and hope for the best
Prepare for larger family gathering

5.
•

Before you go, facetime with close relatives that live far, so your kids can become familiar
with them

•

Talk about your family to the kids
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Tips to traveling with children
Prepare your family for the kids too

6.
•

Explain that they may feel overwhelmed and tired and what you may choose to do if
that happens so that no one is surprised
Stay calm before and during holiday

7.
•

Traveling with kids can be overwhelming
for parents too

•

Our children feel our anxiety and
it definitely affects their behavior

8.

Pay attention to sleep needs

9.

Be flexible

10.

Have fun!
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What to avoid

•

Trying to control everything

•

Guilt and embarrassment over
your children’s crying or whining

•

Try to avoid overtired children by
planning travel at times that will be
easiest on you and on them
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Must-Haves to Travel with

•

Snacks and small meals- plan and prepare for delays

•

1-2 small toys or items to play with

•

Your child’s lovey, favorite blanket, or pacifier

•

Stroller

•

Travel play yard
–

•

Information: Arm yourself with info of what’s available for you where you are going
–

•

If you need it for sleeping arrangements where you are going
If traveling within the U.S. you can send some items that can arrive before you
(diapers and other essentials via amazon) for lighter travel

And, of course, The Mommy Wrap®!
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How to deal with Schedule Changes
•

Be flexible

•

It’s ok to have temporary changes and your kids will eventually adjust
•

•

Worst case they are tired and a bit cranky

Dealing with time changes
•

Depends on length of travel

•

If time change is a factor try to adjust slowly- If it is a small time
adjustment (1 hour) you can even keep schedule same while away

•

For longer time changes can slowly prepare ahead of time and plan
travel in best way possible
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Take Care of Yourself

Drink water and hydrate!
Especially if you are nursing
• Make sure you eat too
• Rest up before the trip
• If visiting family try to arrange for a
little time alone
• grandparents or aunts and
uncles can watch the kids and
you can relax for even 30
minutes to recharge
•
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Q&A Time
•
•
•

Sharon Somekh, MD- Founder of Raiseology.com
Sharon@raiseology.com
Book a free 15 minute consultation at raiseology.as.me

•
•
•

Kim Taylor, Creator of The Mommy Wrap®
kim@mommywrap.com
www.mommywrap.com

